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RESULTS

We are pleased to report that ASM Pacific Technology Limited and

its subsidiaries (the “Group” or “ASM”) achieved turnover amounting

to HK$1,560,227,000 in the fiscal year ended 31 December 2001,

representing a decrease of 60.9% as compared with

HK$3,989,130,000 for the previous year. The Group’s consolidated net

profit after tax for the year is HK$231,246,000, which is also 78.6%

less than the previous year’s net profit of HK$1,080,183,000. Basic

earnings per share for the year amounted to HK$0.61 (2000: HK$2.86).

DIVIDEND

An interim dividend of HK$0.36 (2000: HK$0.30) per share was paid

in August 2001. Having established a solid foundation in the

microelectronics market, the Group intends to further its organic

growth path in the near term. With no short term need for major cash

outlay and in view of our strong liquidity and rising equity base, the

Board of Directors have decided to recommend a final dividend of

HK$0.64 (2000: HK$0.85) per share payable on or around 23 April

2002, making a total payment of HK$1.00 (2000: HK$1.15) per share

for the year ended 31 December 2001. This translates into a 62.3%

dividend payout ratio for the combined 2000-2001 periods, and

represents a prudent decision to return current excessive cash

holdings to our shareholders while continuing to operate the Group

with the optimum shareholder fund.

REVIEW

In spite of the ongoing harsh business environment in the semi–

conductor industry, ASM, alone among the leading players in its

space, remained profitable in 2001 although with a reduced turnover

of US$200 million. Return on capital employed and on sales were

13.5% and 14.6% respectively. This was largely due to the solid

foundation laid over the years by the diversification of our product

and application markets, an efficient cost structure and successful

introductions of new product lines. In 2001 sales attributable to our

five largest customers combined were less than 30% of our total,

evidence of our successful “diversified market” strategy.
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Still, 2001 was a difficult year for the electronics industry. Every sector

of its supply chain was deeply affected. Started by the correction of

excessive inventories amassed in year 2000, accelerated by the

slowing world economy and the events on 11 September, the

slowdown has become the fastest and steepest downturn in the history

of the semiconductor industry. Analysts estimate there was a 20%

decline in IC unit volume and around 32% drop in revenue (SIA, IC

Insights, VLSI Research and WSTS). Capital investment, especially for

IC assembly equipment, came to a screeching halt in the first quarter.

According to data published by our leading bonder competitors and

SEAJ, their assembly equipment turnover dropped by more than 70% as

compared with the previous year.

Naturally ASM was not immune to such a major industry fluctuation.

In 2001 we outperformed the assembly equipment industry leader in

revenue change and surpassed their sales during the first quarter, but

our equipment revenue which ranks 2nd in the world was still down

by 63.5% as compared with the previous year. On hand order backlog,

which stood at US$120 million at the beginning of the year, was

reduced to just over US$20 million as of 31 December 2001, due to

weak inflows and some cancellations during the year.

However, an industry slowdown represents the best window of

opportunity to broaden our customer base and expand sales to existing

customers with our new products. As happened during the 1998

slowdown, the soft period is giving ASM the chance to cultivate new

customers and gain market share. After many months of extensive field

evaluations based on our AB339 Eagle demonstration machines, we

received initial orders from four new customers during the 4th quarter,

based in Taiwan, Singapore and Indonesia. The machines’ superior

process capabilities, throughput and stability, as well as ASM’s

technical support, enabled us to capture these customers who use the

AB339 Eagle wire bonders for state-of-the-art 50-60 microns pad pitch

bonding.

TURNOVER BY PRODUCTS  (HK$MILLION)
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Indeed, reflecting customer satisfaction and market acceptance,

our AB339 Eagle gold wire bonder received the Semiconductor

International Editors’ Choice Best Products Award in 2001 for the

second time in its successive generation. We also received plaudits

from other sources in addition to recognition by our industry and

customers: the Singapore Government acknowledged ASM’s past

achievements and long term commitment to Singapore by awarding

us the prestigious Manufacturing Headquarters (MHQ) status and its

associated incentives.

During the last year new products and new generation machines were

launched according to schedule. We have delivered a number of

machines to customers for performance evaluations, including the

high speed, innovative IC die bonders capable of handling 300 mm

and 200 mm wafers and the high precision, eutectic solder process

bonders for ‘flip chip in package’ applications. Our unique small

footprint integrated ball placement, reflow and cleaning system and

a multi-site test handler were also shipped for customer benchmarking.

Furthermore, the new generation IDEALine, based on the twin Eagle

and some advanced concepts, was sent for beta site testing. These

exciting new products are expected to start generating revenue in

2002.

While we made every effort to cut our operating costs last year —

including fixed costs like salary, fringes, rental and production

headcount — we made no compromise on our technology and product

developments or our efforts at market penetration. R&D expenses,

net of a HK$3.5 million Singapore Government research grant subsidy,

amounted to HK$166.4 million, representing 13.4% of our equipment

sales.  Capital investments, which cover R&D analytical tools and

equipment, information systems and some prudent machinery

purchases to enhance production capabilities, amounted to HK$153

million (20% below our previous plan). Capital investment planned

for 2002 is HK$150 million.

With the major change in our gold wire bonder production run rate from

late year 2000 and for most of 2001, inventory turnover based on

current year sales was less than desirable. Fortunately this abrupt

schedule change coincided with our transition to the new Eagle wire

bonder planned for the 4th quarter of 2000. With no obsolescence risk,

these Eagle related raw materials and work-in-process are expected to

clear during 2002. Even though we had to prepare materials for the

pilot production of our new flip chip bonder, 300 mm IC die bonder and

our integrated ball placement, reflow and cleaning system during the

latter part of the year, our total inventory was reduced by 12% to

HK$607 million at year-end. The enterprise resource planning (ERP)

software, which has been widely implemented within ASM worldwide,

has proved a valuable tool in streamlining our logistics and

management information systems.
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